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WA-owned Ag parts manufacturer Harvestaire has expanded its factory workshop, warehouse, and office 

space as it moves premises around the corner to increase production of its range of more than 3000+ 

aftermarket harvesting parts. 

Company general manager Dirk Vorster says the planned expansion to their new 3600m2 premises in 

Booth Place Balcatta, will allow the company to manufacture header parts and lamb cradles on a 365-day 

basis, adding that the existing facilities were unable to accommodate the larger stock holding of imported 

& locally fabricated parts.  

“Our premises have served us well since the early 80s, but with the additional space, we will have the 

warehousing capacity to manufacture and stock larger quantities than before. This will significantly reduce 

manufacturing lead times in harvest and keep growers moving," he says. 

“Harvestaire has built a reputation over the last 4 decades for not just manufacturing those hard to come 

by parts but more often than not improving on the original design and ensuring our parts will last in tough 

Aussie conditions. Same goes for our imported range, each product is carefully selected, not just based on 

quality but we always ask ourselves will this product deliver an on-farm improvement.” 

“Over the years, we have enhanced and added products to our range, including the Crary Wind System, 

Ihle Fabrication auger liners, Kondex KX7 Concaves, and as with our own Harvestaire manufactured 

product range we are committed to ensuring our products meet the needs of our farmers and the tough 

Australian crop conditions. 

“We aim to support farmers and our dealers through harvest with the reliability and high-quality of our 

Harvestaire parts. When a farmer chooses a Harvestaire part, they can be confident that it will outperform 

any other aftermarket part - that's what we stand for,” he says. 

Harvestaire is open Mon-Fri 7.00am - 5.30pm, Saturday 7.30am - 12.00pm during the harvest season. The 

new Harvestaire premises address is 1 Booth Place Balcatta, WA 6021. 

Want to know more? Contact Harvestaire and chat with one of their team on (08) 9344 7433 or visit 

www.harvestaire.com.au 

Harvestaire is a WA-owned and operated manufacturer and supplier of high-quality, non-OEM header 

parts, trusted by Australian farmers since 1981. For more information about Harvestaire, please visit 

www.harvestaire.com.au     
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